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LW21 - Medical Tunic
Collection:  Women's Workwear
Range:  Women's
Shell Fabric:  Kingsmill Polycotton Stretch: 65% Polyester,
33% Cotton, 2% Elastane
Outer Carton:  48

Product information
A fresh new look and a flattering fit for our new tunic range for the medical
and  beauty  world.  The  comfort  of  this  garment  comes  from  a  new
lightweight stretch fabric and an action back so it can move with you and
still look great at the end of a long day.
Women's Workwear
This exclusive range of women's workwear is designed for comfort and
style. The high quality Kingsmill fabric is cut to give a flattering fit and will
retain its colour and shape wash after wash. Handy features such as scissor
stow pocket,  key fob loop and action back contribute to the functional
appeal of these versatile garments.

Women's
This exclusive range of women's workwear and safety footwear has been
created to meet the increasing demands of women in industry. Garments
have been tailored specifically to give a comfortable fit and reduce the risk
of  snagging.  High  quality,  innovative  fabrics  and  modern  construction
techniques  contribute  to  the  functional  appeal  of  this  versatile  range.
Stylish and hardwearing, this workwear range is suitable for multiple end
uses.

Features
2-way twill stretch fabric for ease of movement and added comfort●

Concealed stud front for easy access●

4 pockets for ample storage●

Concealed scissors pocket●

D-ring for keys or ID cards●

Action back for extra freedom of movement●

Women's fit●
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LW21 - Medical Tunic
Commodity Code: 6204331000

Test House

Wash Care
          

Carton Dimensions/Weight

Item Colour Len Wid Hgt Weight(Kg) Cubic(m3) EAN13 GTIN/DUN14
LW21WARS White/Aqua 43.0 28.0 35.0 0.2700 0.0421 5036108360024 25036108848670
LW21WARM White/Aqua 43.0 28.0 35.0 0.2800 0.0421 5036108360017 25036108848663
LW21WARL White/Aqua 43.0 28.0 35.0 0.2860 0.0421 5036108360000 25036108848656
LW21WARXL White/Aqua 43.0 28.0 35.0 0.3010 0.0421 5036108360031 25036108848687
LW21WARXXL White/Aqua 43.0 28.0 35.0 0.3140 0.0421 5036108360048 25036108848694
LW21WARXXXL White/Aqua 43.0 28.0 35.0 0.3300 0.0421 5036108360055 25036108848700


